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These instructions were obeyed to the letter by the civilian
population, who adopted a passive resistance complete and
obstinate Instantly on the appearance of a French officer
with a company of infantry at any section of this network of
railways, the stationmaster or traffic manager refused to cany
on his service and his men stood around him impassive and
sullen Men went down into the mines as usual, but produced
no coal except for their own purpose which was to send it
through to unoccupied Germany by trams and lines not yet
discoveied by French engineers and officers For several
weeks, even for a few months, there was this coal running by
night, in spite of French vigilance, until finally it was stopped
by the tearing up of rails and the smashing of points Lorry
loads of coal ran the gauntlet of French sentries and German
drivers risked the bullets which tried to stop them in the
impenetrable darkness of railway sidings where no light
gleamed at night because the lamps were smashed
French nerves were on edge after the first few weeks of
this resistance Conciliation and persuasion had failed to
work Very well, then, it was necessary to try coercion and
seventy Any German official or worker refusing to function
was subject to arrest and imprisonment Any director of
works inciting his men to passive resistance would be heavily
fined Thousands of railway men were arrested at a moment's
notice, ordered to pack up their traps and depart from their
homes and families into unoccupied territory Every day
groups of these men—tall, middle-aged men with a certain
dignity of their own—inarched as prisoners under a guard of
French infantry with fixed bayonets, while German women—
tbeir wives and daughters—wept on the sidewalks Their
going left a wilderness where once there had been a busy
traffic of trains, in this vast area from which all Germany bad
received its raw material
French engineers paced the Lues, examined the points
and signal-boxes, made little maps, and knew tiiat they were
lost in a tangle not to be unravelled Those German swine

